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RECYCLING EXCELLENCE

At Casepak our passion for recycling excellence is

clear. From our Collection and Processing Facility

and new Materials Recycling Facility through to our

extensive customer support services, work with us

and you’ll quickly understand our drive to deliver

the UK’s best recycling solutions.

Whilst growing significantly since 1973, the

company has retained its early ethos which was,

and still is, to deliver excellent customer service

and innovative recycling solutions through locally

focused development. It’s this set of values that

makes us one of the most exciting recycling

companies in the UK. 

With almost 40 years’ experience, Casepak is

committed to developing and maintaining long-

term customer partnerships. We understand that to

really achieve recycling excellence we need to work

with you to develop individual solutions tailored to

your circumstances. This is why we can now offer

solutions for both source segregated and single and

dual stream dry mixed recyclables from our two

Leicester facilities. 

For commercial, industrial and municipal

organisations, reducing waste, improving recycling

and driving down costs are essential objectives.

Casepak works with many of the UK’s leading

organisations to meet and exceed these objectives

through the design, installation and implementation

of bespoke, streamlined and technologically

advanced source segregated recycling systems. 

For organisations operating single and dual stream

dry mixed recyclable collections, our new Materials

Recycling Facility is one of the UK’s most advanced,

efficient and flexible processing plants for materials

separation and recovery. The MRF processes 26

tonnes of dry mixed recyclables per hour, has a

capacity of 150,000 tonnes a year and uses the

latest technology for the separation of highly

compacted materials. The MRF site is licensed to

process 360,000 tonnes of materials a year which

will allow for future developments. 

The MRF can also be used to upgrade the quality of

segregated materials such as mixed papers,

increasing their

subsequent value.

RECYCLING EXCELLENCE

The Casepak Collection and Processing Facility
sorts, grades and trades 145,000 tonnes of paper,
card and plastic every year. From this, we recover
99% of all material delivered, with much supplied to
UK reprocessors. This ensures that, where
possible, the recycling loop is completed close to
source and is fully traceable.

Located close to the M1/M69 intersection, our 
plant is home to a dedicated fleet of material
collection vehicles. 

These operate across the UK, collecting source
segregated recycled materials from commercial,
industrial and municipal organisations. We also
supply and maintain recycling equipment from this
site, including storage bins, containers, balers and
compactors. 

CASEPAK CUSTOMERS

We provide waste management and recycling
solutions for:

printers

box makers

manufacturers

warehousing, distribution, packing and logistics
organisations

retailers and shopping centres

food processors

local authorities

waste management companies  

Combined, these solutions ensure that you recycle
efficiently and effectively, achieving the best
possible resource recovery rates. This results in
cost efficiencies, legislation compliance and peace
of mind that your actions are making a positive
environmental impact.

WHY CHOOSE CASEPAK

OUR ETHOS

LEGISLATION & ACCREDITATION 

We understand that to recycle effectively and

responsibly together, we need to comply with

national legislation on your behalf. This not only

ensures that we meet the highest standards, but

also provides proof that you are taking the right

recycling actions.

At Casepak we meet all of the government’s

compliance and legislative requirements and can

help you with more complex areas such as the

purchase of Packaging Recovery Notes. 

Both of our facilities are approved by the

Environment Agency. We also have a Waste

Carrier’s Licence and meet Duty of Care legislation.

Furthermore, to underline our commitment to

environmental excellence, we have developed a BS

EN ISO 14001:2004 certified Environmental

Management System through which we can pursue

the goal of continuous environmental improvement.

BESPOKE RECOVERY SOLUTIONS

WE STRIVE TO DELIVER THE UK’S
BEST RECYCLING SOLUTIONS
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A Casepak waste audit will help you to reduce
waste production and landfill costs, increase the
amount and types of material recycled, and recover
value from recyclable materials. This free audit will
explain how to improve your recycling performance
and comply with essential legislation. 

WASTE HANDLING, SYSTEMS &
EQUIPMENT 

While the waste audit will demonstrate how you can
improve waste management performance, getting
people to recycle when it’s not part of their core
responsibilities can seem like a challenge. 

At Casepak we know how to design and implement
recycling and waste management systems that are
easy to use and that will lead to behavioural
changes. The result is improved recycling which
can often lead to greater resource efficiency and
reduced waste management costs.

For example, for printers and box makers we have
developed a range of innovative aspiration and 

MANAGING SOURCE SEGREGATED
RECYCLABLES

compaction systems which extract paper and board
trimming waste directly into a compaction
container. With no manual intervention, the solution
couldn’t be simpler. 

Whether you’re a retailer, manufacturer or
distribution company, we supply a wide variety of
standard and bespoke recycling equipment which is
available to rent, lease or purchase throughout the
UK to help you recycle efficiently. Options include
compactors, balers, recycling containers, plastic
stillages and internal office recycling bins.

COLLECTIONS 

Once ready for collection, the Casepak logistics
team will dispatch one of its dedicated recycling
vehicles to return the recovered material to the
Collection and Processing Facility. We collect source
segregated materials from customers within a 
150 mile radius of Leicester and have a variety of
vehicle types and sizes to accommodate different
materials, tonnages and collections methods.

The same team provides an emergency call out
service to accommodate those times when you 
may experience an unexpected increase in
recyclable materials.

MATERIALS PROCESSING 

On arrival at the Collection and Processing Facility,

the material is sorted and graded. This ensures that

there is no contamination of individual paper, card

or plastics grades and guarantees the best resource

value is achieved.

DEMAND FOR GOOD QUALITY RECYCLED
MATERIALS IS HIGH FROM UK 

RECYCLING EXCELLENCE

MATERIALS COLLECTIONS

We accept material in the following formats:

loose/compacted reels

palletised baled

MATERIALS DESTINATIONS

Demand for good quality recycled materials is high
from UK, European and global manufacturers. Our
materials are kept dry and contaminant-free to
maximise resource value.

Where possible, we send the materials to UK
reprocessors, so completing the recycling loop
close to home. Our material destinations are listed
below:

recycled cardboard and mixed papers are used
to produce brown grade packaging which is
converted into boxes 

recycled office stationery and printers’ waste is
used in hygiene products and high-grade
printing and writing papers 

recycled newspapers and magazines are used
to produce recycled newsprint which is now the
primary type of newsprint used by all UK
newspaper publishers 

All materials are tracked through the recycling
process to provide a transparent and fully documented
audit trail up to final destination and use.

MATERIALS TREATED 

Source segregated collections of the materials listed
below are treated at the Casepak Collection and
Processing Facility:

cardboard

paper – mixed papers, office waste, shredded
paper, printers’ waste, newspapers, magazines,
catalogues and directories, greetings cards and
wrapping paper, food cartons, reels

plastic – film grades and hard plastic grades
including HDPE grades, LDPE grades and PET
grades

Once graded, the material is stored ready for
collection by reprocessors. The Casepak materials
trading team takes responsibility for placing the
material, ensuring that the best commodity value is
achieved while simultaneously securing supply
outlets that are sustainable and fully traceable. 
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Casepak is one of the UK’s most dynamic and
progressive recycling companies, always seeking to
instigate new solutions and improve recovery
quality. Our new £21 million Materials Recycling
Facility (MRF) demonstrates this commitment to
providing new and innovative solutions by pushing
the processing boundaries for single and dual
stream dry mixed recyclables.

With a processing capacity of around 150,000  tonnes
per annum, a throughput of 26 tonnes per hour, 

and a recovery performance of at least 95%, this will
be one of the UK’s most advanced, efficient and
flexible MRFs. Importantly, it provides specialist
screens to separate highly compacted materials
and improves fibre quality at the same time as
extending the range of materials processed by
Casepak. 

The system is also designed to upgrade the 
quality of source segregated and dual stream
materials such as mixed papers to meet specific
reprocessing needs.

Our support services include:

computer generated weight tickets

detailed monthly collection reports

compliance with waste legislation and issue
of Waste Transfer Notes

payment 30 days net the month following
collection

self-billing accounting systems

quick response to non-standard requests

emergency call outs

24/7 support

PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND
SUPPORT SERVICES

With customer service as a key performance

indicator, we guarantee a swift, appropriate and

friendly response from someone who knows and

understands your circumstances. 

All Casepak customers and suppliers have a

dedicated management support team led by an

Account Manager. It’s their role to see that the

Casepak service is responsive, timely, professional

and personable. Whether you need help with

recycling collections or advice on waste legislation

and reporting, they’ll be on hand to help.

They’re also the people to turn to when you need

extra support. At Casepak we understand that

recycling services need to be adaptable. When

you’ve got an unexpected load of recyclable

materials to process or need additional storage

space, your Casepak Account Manager will provide

a solution.

CASEPAK COMPLIANCE
Environmental Permits for both facilities

Registered Waste Carriers Licence
CB/RN5877EZ

Duty of Care Certificate

Waste Exemption Certificate BE5503GK

ISO 14001:2004

A VALUABLE LESSON 

At Casepak we know that it is essential to educate

today’s children and young people to help them

make the right decisions about future waste

reduction, recycling and disposal options. Our new

Materials Recycling Facility has a dedicated

education room and viewing gallery allowing us to

host school and college visits to demonstrate how

the recycling process really works for students

from year five upwards. 

We believe that behaviours and understanding

developed today will have a huge impact tomorrow.

More information on our schools programme can

be found at www.casepak.co.uk or call 0116 286 7772.

MATERIALS DESTINATIONS 

Casepak MRF material destinations are listed

below:

recovered paper is marketed to paper mills in
the UK and across Europe and Asia 

plastic grades are marketed to reprocessors
mainly within the UK. Some materials, such as
plastic film, are exported to Asia 

aluminium cans are marketed within the UK 

steel cans and light ferrous scrap are 
marketed to reprocessors within the UK and
across Europe

glass is marketed to reprocessors and
aggregate companies within the UK 

energy is recovered from residual waste, with
landfill as a last option 

MATERIALS TREATED 

Materials treated at the Casepak MRF are:

paper & card

glass – bottles & jars

steel – food & drink cans

aluminium – cans, foil & aerosols

plastic (grades 1 – 7) – bottles, food trays 
& containers, film & bags

THE CASEPAK MATERIALS RECYCLING FACILITY – SETTING THE STANDARD 

RECYCLING EXCELLENCE
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HEAD OFFICE & COLLECTION AND PROCESSING FACILITY
Feldspar Close Warren Industrial Park Enderby Leicester LE19 4SD

MATERIALS RECYCLING FACILITY 
Sunningdale Road Braunstone Frith Industrial Estate Leicester LE3 1UX 

T 0116 286 7772  F 0116 286 7773  E info@casepak.co.uk  W www.casepak.co.uk

Follow us: CasepakLtd 

WITH YOU 
EVERY STEP OF THE WAY


